Shore up basic literacy skills and take a shine to improved reading and writing abilities with summer school resources from Zaner-Bloser. Get started today, and you can have your summer curriculum squared away before the winter holidays begin.

Act now for summer success!

From reading to writing...we’ve selected the basics for your K–6 classroom.

I Read to Write
Grades 2, 3, 4, 5, 6

*I Read to Write* combines close reading of text followed by writing exercises and activities to strengthen foundational literacy skills. Each grade features a themed unit for science, social studies, and math.

- Essential practice for standardized-test/assessment-style writing
- Flexible, standalone lesson design to highlight skills areas where students need extra practice

Student Edition $29.95/pack of 5

Enjoy a break from paid shipping! Reference code Summer20 to enjoy free shipping on your summer school purchase. Simply place your order by February 28, 2020.

Prices are valid through December 31, 2019, and subject to change without notice.
Plan for lots of writing practice!

Support good handwriting skills while students complete their summer school curriculum. All papers and journals include Zaner-Bloser’s signature grade-appropriate lines.

Journals serve as excellent catch-alls for keeping assignments organized. Colorful, high-quality notebooks come in packs of five to fit any size classroom.

**My Story Journals**
Grades 2, 3–4
- Room to write and to draw
- Encourage creativity and independent work

$15.99/pack of 5

**My Writing Journals**
Grades 2–3, 3–4, 4+
- Keep a record of progress throughout the summer
- Assign one journal per student

$19.99/pack of 5

Summer is the perfect time to brush up on handwriting skills. Practice paper provides guidance for spacing and sizing to help promote fluidity and legibility.

**Handwriting Paper**
Grades 2M (horizontal), 2C, 3, 4, or 4+ (vertical)
- Red baselines and blue midlines help with correct letter sizing
- Wider rulings help those developing their fine-motor skills
- Paper’s smooth texture allows for sharp, even lines

$11.49/1 ream (500 pages)
Hit the books for reading remediation.

Are you worried about winning over reluctant readers during your summer session? Call in our secret reading-skill reinforcements! The **The Superkids Reading Resources** have something for every audience, from stories featuring the Superkids characters to beloved fiction titles and quick-read nonfiction.

**The Superkids Libraries**

**Kindergarten and Grade 1**
- Easy-to-use guided reading lessons
- Practice with decoding, fluency, vocabulary, and comprehension skills
- Eight libraries available separately and in bundles to fit your needs

$350–$1600

**SUPER Magazine**

**Grade 2**
- Student-friendly magazine format featuring informational text (non-consumable)
- Explicit instruction to build background knowledge, vocabulary, and other reading skills
- Ideal for struggling readers at grade 2 or below-level readers in grades 3–4

$44–$845

**The Superkids Book Club**

**Grade 2**
- Well-known literature that students and teachers love
- Explicit lesson plans to support fluency, vocabulary, and comprehension
- Book Talk Journals for responding to and connecting to text

$975.00
Incorporate extra handwriting practice and fine-motor skills development into daily routines with new Handwriting Activity Cards. Short, focused activities are a combination of self-guided and teacher-assisted learning opportunities using the time-tested Zaner-Bloser method.

**Handwriting Activity Cards**

**Grades K–1, 2, and 3–5**

- 20 dry-erase cards on a ring
- Use in small groups, center time, and one-on-one coaching
- Level of difficulty increases with card number

$24.99

At Zaner-Bloser, our goal is to ensure today’s students are empowered to become tomorrow’s informed communicators, while setting the stage for joyful, successful learning in every classroom—even during the summer!

**Contact your Sales Representative or Zaner-Bloser Customer Experience to get set for summer today.**

Don’t forget about your break from paid shipping! Reference code Summer20 to enjoy free shipping on your summer school purchase. Simply place your order by February 28, 2020.